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 It will mark the first time in four years that Nintendo has released a game for both the Wii U and 3DS . As the third Wii U
exclusive, this game will be the Nintendo System Software title to mark the third anniversary of the system, just as the

GameCube was the title to mark the third anniversary of the GameCube . Mario Maker will include new elements including the
ability to change the size of the blocks to make various stages and a new touch screen that allows for the creation of courses

made entirely with touch instead of the use of the gamepad's control buttons . This new control method will introduce a couple
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of new additions to the game including drawing courses with a stylus and using the gamepad to simulate blocks that are on the
top of the screen . The game's options menu and tutorial will also be updated to make use of the touch screen . Other Super

Mario Maker will introduce a system that allows players to record and play their creation's Super Mario Bros. courses using its
built-in camera. This will allow players to play their own levels, view other players' levels, and create courses that share levels

with other players . The game's first level editor allows players to create courses on their own using a selection of various
elements including "power stars, coins, pipes, and enemies" . As a build-a-player game, Mario Maker will allow players to create

courses with the help of the second-party developer Nnooo . In May 2014, Nintendo announced the creation of an in-game
money store where players can buy in-game money to unlock new courses, power stars and other items . One of the more

prominent and featured features of the game, is its robust level editor. As part of this, the game features dual mode Super Mario
Bros. courses and complete courses that can be played with all of the basic elements and features such as power stars. The game

also features five additional courses, five additional power stars and nine special musical tracks. These tracks are played with
the game's optional music features which can be accessed by pressing a button during gameplay. Reception Super Mario Maker

received "universal acclaim" and was one of the best-reviewed games of the year, according to review aggregator Metacritic.
Accolades The game has been nominated for and won several awards, such as: 1UP.com's Best of E3 2014 IGN's Best of E3
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